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Abstract:  some evidence for “hot spots” in 
biological systems makes us wonder…

What thermal physics for discussing biological power? An engine 
is not just a bucket of energy…

Making a two-temperature embedding of active matter models 
(before speaking of work)? Local detailed balance helps…

“An engine is a device that changes the energy from a fuel into mechanical energy, 

which in turn generates motion.”



Reflections on biological engines

Many many references, including

Arya Datta, Patrick Pietzonka, Andre C Barato, Second law for active 
heat engines. Phys. Rev. X 12, 031034 (2022).

Jae Sung Lee, Jong-Min Park, and Hyunggyu Park, Brownian heat 
engine with active reservoirs. Phys. Rev. E 102, 032116 (2020).

Ignacio A. Martınez,a Edgar Roldan, Luis Dinis and Raul A. Rica, 
Colloidal heat engines: a review. Soft Matter (2017)



Two motivations

1. The conundrum of hot mitochondria: a million-fold 
discrepancy between experimentally reported temperature 
measurements and prediction of irreversible thermodynamics.

2.  Establishing local detailed balance to start thermal physics of 
active matter.
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Turns out that they are related



The conundrum of hot mitochondria

Widely discussed experimental paper from 2018  in PLOS Biology,

by D. Chrétien et al:

Mitochondria are physiologically maintained at close to 50 C. 

Reports temperature measurements identifying hot mitochondria as 
cellular radiators, with temperature differences of order 10C within a 
distance of say 10 micrometer.



The conundrum of hot mitochondria

Widely discussed experimental paper from 2018  in PLOS Biology,

by D. Chrétien et al:

Mitochondria are physiologically maintained at close to 50 C. 

Mitochondrion, membrane-bound organelle found in the cytoplasm of 
almost all eukaryotic cells (cells with clearly defined nuclei), the primary 
function of which is to generate large quantities of energy in the form 
of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Mitochondria are typically round to 
oval in shape and range in size from 0.5 to 10 μm. mitochondria share 
an evolutionary past with prokaryotes (single-celled organisms).

https://www.britannica.com/science/organelle
https://www.britannica.com/science/cytoplasm
https://www.britannica.com/science/eukaryote
https://www.britannica.com/science/cell-biology
https://www.britannica.com/science/adenosine-triphosphate
https://www.britannica.com/science/micrometre
https://www.britannica.com/science/prokaryote


Still in 2023: confirms the validity of the initial findings of Chretien et al 
regarding the hot temperatures at which the mitochondrion is 
operating



Paradox?
People appear to “trust” the measurements; checked, redone and the results have remained unchanged.  

On the other hand, from a standard thermodynamics point of view, it is quite impossible:  applying 
Fourier Law,

κ ΔT  =  P / L

For cellular power P = 100 pW,  cell size L = 10 μm,  
thermal conductivity κ = 0.1 - 1 W/(mK)

Making a millionfold difference with the measured ΔT …

a steady-state temperature difference in a single cell cannot exceed 10-5 K.



Hot furnaces inside cells?
Almost everything a cell does that requires energy is sourced by the hydrolysis of ATP:

 

The heat of reaction is 0.43 eV per molecule, which “corresponds” to a temperature

Teff = 5060 K  when stored over two degrees of freedom, kB Teff = 0.43eV/molecule.

 

(Temperature at the surface of the Sun). Quite a  ’hot spot’ (molecular size)…

Organisms appear to perform biological work at lower or equal 

temperatures than environment.

How to argue for Carnot-type efficiency formula ?



Old picture: Suggested picture:

Two-temperature modeling of bio-engine
with work resulting from energy flow. 

The energy (at the hot spot) is used to deliver 
work (e.g. muscle contraction, locomotion,...), 
while the waste heat is carried off by the blood 
stream, water bags etc. which are at 310 K. 
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Summary so far  (no math)

To associate tiny hot spots as powerhouses for biological work meets 
with some evidence, but appears to require novel ideas or 
perspectives. 

Obviously, those hot spots are not the regular textbook heat reservoirs.  
Our muscles are not Carnot engines:

1)  the hot spot needs to resist rapid thermalization while transferring 
its energy into the (regular) heat reservoir (blood or water), and 

2) biological engines are active and far from the reversible limit.



Picture

Bath consisting of many quasi-independent small nonequilibrium 
systems or active agents.  Their corresponding temperature is only (but 
in some specific sense) effective.

The involved molecules are activated and produced by chemistry, to 
provide the necessary fuel.  

Yet, the activation is not first entirely degraded into heat, after which a 
Carnot engine is started. 

That is why biological processes need to be fast and to have some 
persistence, exactly to avoid that thermalization.



How to rotate a probe? CM and K.Netocny, Chaos (2019)
CM, Frenesy: Time-symmetric dynamical activity in nonequilibria. Physics 
Reports (2020).

x

η

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0370157320300120?dgcid=raven_sd_via_email


How to rotate a probe?



Bram Lefebvre and CM, Frenetic steering: 
nonequilibrium-enabled navigation. arXiv:2309.09227v1

Higher dimensional steering:  by applying phase shifts…

https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/frenste.pdf
https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/frenste.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.09227v1


Bram Lefebvre and CM, Frenetic steering: 
nonequilibrium-enabled navigation. arXiv:2309.09227v1

Higher dimensional steering:  getting van der Pol nonlinear oscillator

https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/frenste.pdf
https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/frenste.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.09227v1


Bram Lefebvre and CM, Frenetic steering: 
nonequilibrium-enabled navigation. arXiv:2309.09227v1

Higher dimensional steering:  getting Lorenz dynamics

https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/frenste.pdf
https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/frenste.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.09227v1


Original cross-bridge model developed by
A. F. Huxley (1957)

Herzog, Walter
2018/06/01
Why are muscles strong and why do they require little 
energy in eccentric action?
Journal of Sport and Health Science
 



A Huxley model for exciting low-energy 
vibrational mode

ηη



nonGaussian stationary distribution:
but quadratic moments recur



Second moments 
(energy measure in vibrational mode)



Huxley model for exciting low-energy 
vibrational mode

For attachment/detachment at rate α:

effective



From Huxley model for exciting low-energy 
vibrational mode

Taking (very) strong coupling between the two oscillators, and 
‘discretizing’ the harmonic oscillator:  we move from

to a ladder with equal energy spacing: 



Huxley model for exciting low-energy vibrational mode:

exactly solvable lattice version:



Huxley model for exciting low-energy vibrational mode

Stationary distribution in large (switching rate) α limit



Huxley model for exciting low-energy vibrational mode

Stationary distribution in large (switching rate) α 
limit:  transfer of effective temperature



Starting from Huxley model for exciting low-
energy vibrational mode

Make an engine:



Connect active switch with equilibrium system



Connect active switch with equilibrium system



Simplifying by identifying eta with x:
The engine becomes a run-and-tumble dynamics (but obviously not 
interpreting x as the position of bacteria):



For free:  interpretation of local detailed balance 
got possible.
CM, Local detailed balance. SciPost Phys. Lect. Notes (2021).

- allows some consistency in 1st-2nd law prescriptions

- e.g. –allows calorimetry: P.Dolai, CM and K.Netočný, Active 
Calorimetry, SciPost Phys. (2023).

- e.g. –allows McLennan (close-to-equilibrium) analysis: C.Maes and 
K.Netočný: Rigorous meaning of McLennan ensembles, Journal of 
Mathematical Physics 2010.

- e.g. –allows applying  ‘usual’  response formalism

https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/files/pdf/pub/scipostphyslectnotes-32.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.01583
https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.01583
https://scipost.org/SciPostPhys.14.5.126
https://fys.kuleuven.be/english/staff/christ/files/pdf/pub/mclennanfinal.pdf


Other application:  extending shape transition



Extending shape transition

Confinement (without confining potential) at negative effective 
temperature.



Extending shape transition

Shape transition ‘close-to-equilibrium’



Dirac equation: detailed balance
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conclusions

Yes, let us have hot spots, the Sun within.

And make efficiency calculations for energy transport between a 
thermal reservoir (heat bath) and agitated molecules (those hot spots).

It may be relevant for understanding/modeling biological engines, but 
it also gives the ‘local detailed balance’  advantage to existing models.
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